
GRADE- XII

MONTH CHAPTER/TOPIC LEARNING OUTCOME
ACTIVITY/PROJECT/

ASSIGNMENT
PPT/VIDEOS

ASSESSMENT (ONLINE/

OFFLINE)
HOME BASED EXPERIMENT/ACTIVITY

MONTH 1
Unit 2:Database Query 

using SQL

Leaner:

- able to use basic SQL commands studied in 

class xi.

- able to understand the use of Math functions 

like POWER(), ROUND(),MOD().

-able to understand how to use text functions 

like 

UCASE(),LCASE(),SUBSTR(),LENGTH(),LE

FT(),RIGHT(),INSTR(),LTRIM(),RTRIM(),TR

IM().

- different aggregate functions like avg, 

count,min,max ,count(*) etc,

-create SQL queries using aggregate functions.

-how to order records in result set using 

ORDER BY Clause 

-able to write SQL statements using group by, 

having.

* different operations on relations like union, 

intersection, minus, Cartesian product, 

JOIN(not for assessment).

*Given assignment based on Unit 2 

:Database query using SQL.

*Conducted online quizes

* create  SQL commands.

 

PPT and VIDEOS ONLINE ASSESSMENT * solve questions given in 

the text book.

*given questions to to do practical in MySQL.

* prepare notes.
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MONTH 2
Unit 3:Introduction to 

computer networks

Leaner:

-networks impact in daily life.

-different components of computer networks.

-able to identify the type of networks (LAN, 

MAN, WAN) 

 -different network devices like 

modem,repeater,gateway,switch,hub,router

- understand the basic network hardware 

structure.

-types of network topologies.

-analyze the structure of a network.

-revolution of internetURL,WWW

-able to differentiate between website Vs 

webpage, static Vs dynamic webpage, 

webserver and web hosting.

-Web browsers, its major functions and 

working.

-able to do browser settings

-distinguish between add-ons and plug-

ins,cookies .

*Given assignment based on

 Unit 3:Introduction to computer 

networks.

*Conducted online quizes

*make students to explain some  topics 

like need of network,network impact in 

daily life,revolution of internet etc.

PPT and VIDEOS ONLINE ASSESSMENT * prepare notes based on 

questions given in the text book.

* download,install and

configure browser.

MONTH 3

Unit 1:Data Handling 

using 

Pandas and Data 

Visualization.

Leaner:

-able to understand the use of pandas for data 

analysis.

-need of python libraries -pandas and 

matplotlib for data analysis and visualization 

works.

-learn different data structures in pandas.

-able to do different mathematical operations 

like addition, subtraction, multiplication and 

division.

-understand the use of head and tail functions.

-able to retrieve data from series data structure 

using labels and positional values.

*Given assignment based on Series data 

structure in python pandas.

*Conducted online quizes

*make students to write codes to perform 

different mathematical operations on 

data frame,slicing and retrieving data 

from Series.

PPT ONLINE ASSESSMENT 
*given practical questions  to workout

 using  python editor in real time

http://colab.research.google.com/ 

* prepare notes.



MONTH 4

Unit 1:Data Handling 

using 

Pandas and Data 

Visualization.

Leaner:

-able to create data frame data structure from 

dictionary of series,list of dictionaries,Text/csv 

files.

-able to retrieve and display data of data frame 

by using loc and iloc functions.

-student will learn how to iterate over data 

frame data structure using iterrows and 

itercolumns functions.-able to perform 

different operations on data frame like adding 

row, delete row ,rename.

- understand the use of head and tail functions 

in data frame.

-students will be able to understand how to 

indexing a data frame using labels using loc()

-accessing a data frame with Boolean indexing.

*Given assignment based on Data frame 

data structure in python pandas.

*Conducted online quizes

*make students to write codes to perform 

different  operations on data 

frame,slicing and retrieving data from 

data frame.

PPT  ASSESSMENT 
*given practical questions  to workout

 using  python editor in real time using

http://colab.research.google.com/ 

* prepare notes.

MONTH 5

Unit 1:Data Handling 

using 

Pandas and Data 

Visualization.

Leaner:

-will be able to import and export data between 

CSV files and Data frames.

*-joining, merging and concatenation of two 

data frame objects with identical columns.

-able to understand the purpose of plotting and 

different plotting libraries available in pandas.

-able to understand how to draw and save line 

plot.

-able to customize line plot.

*Given assignment based on csv file and 

Data frame in python pandas.

*Conducted online quizes

*make students to write codes  to import 

and export data between CSV files and 

Data frames.

PPT  ASSESSMENT *given practical questions  to workout

 using  python editor in real time

http://colab.research.google.com/ 

*  prepare notes.



MONTH 6

Unit 1:Data Handling 

using 

Pandas and Data 

Visualization.

Leaner:

-able to understand how to draw and save bar 

graph and histogram.

-able to customize both bar graph and 

histogram.

*-understand different types of plots like pie 

chart, frequency polygon, box plot and scatter 

plot.(*not included for assessment)

*-able to understand different data frame 

operations like aggregation, group by, sorting, 

deleting and pivoting.

*-how to import and export data between 

MySQL database and pandas.

(*not included for assessment)

*Given assignment based on line chart 

,bar graph and histograph.

*Conducted online quizes

*make students to write codes to  draw 

and save different types of plot.

PPT

 

ASSESSMENT *given practical questions  to workout

 using  python editor in real time

http://colab.research.google.com/ 

* prepare notes.

MONTH 7 Unit 4:Social Impacts

Leaner:

-able to understand the terms digital foot print, 

net and communication etiquettes.

-data protection.

-able to understand common ethical issues like 

Intellectual property rights, plagiarism, digital 

rights management and licensing.

-able to understand the term open source 

software and free software.

-able to understand  cybercrime-

Hacking,phishing and cyber bulling.

-cyber law and IT Act.

-e-waste :hazards and management-disposal 

and recycling.

-aware about the health concerns related to the 

usage of technology include physical and 

psychological problems.

*Given assignment based on

 Unit 4 :Social impacts.

*Conducted online quizes

*make students to explain some  topics 

like cyber security issues,health concerns 

related to the use of technology,e-waste 

etc.

PPT and VIDEOS  ASSESSMENT 
* prepare notes based on 

questions given in the text book.

*make a power point presentation on topic 

cyber security issues. 
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